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Agenda

Executive Summary

2018 Financial Results

ARN – A Digitally Enabled Audio Business

Trading Update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Hamish …. Good morning everyone … and welcome This morning I’d like to take you through our results for 2018 … and then outline to you briefly how we are transforming our radio business into a digitally enabled audio business … before finishing with a trading update
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Executive Summary

• Delivering value for shareholders

• Robust operating performance

• Revenue, EBITDA and NPAT growth 

• Simplifying structures and reducing corporate costs

• ARN - highly cash generative with exceptional 
margins

• Focused on the core radio and audio business

Adshel
sale

Revenue
EBITDA
NPAT

Reducing
corporate

costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Completing the sale of Adshel for 570 million ….. delivered compelling value for shareholders …. and provided a return of over $230m on the net cash investment made in the business. Pleasingly, despite this corporate activity ….  the operations remained focused ….. and delivered good revenue .. EBITDA … and NPAT growth ….. We have commenced the process of moving away from being a multi-divisional management structure to a much more simplified business ….  improving efficiencies and reducing corporate overheads. This work continues.So today, HT&E is predominantly made up of ARN …. one of Australia’s leading radio and audio entertainment businesses …. Highly cash generative with exceptional margins ……. operating in a resilient and innovative sector of media in Australia  Our absolute focus is on this core asset ……… where the priority is to drive further strong performance ….. and position it for the next phase of growth
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2018 Financial Results
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Statutory Results
• Statutory results excludes Adshel 

• Reported revenue up 5%

• EBITDA up 7%; EBIT up 10%

• NPAT up 23%

• Net cash of $128.4m

• Ordinary fully franked dividends of 7 cents 

plus special fully franked dividend of 72 

cents per share paid in 2018

A$ million 2018 20171 % change
Revenue from continuing 
operations1

271.8 259.9 5%

EBITDA2 71.8 66.9 7%

EBIT2 67.2 61.2 10%

NPAT attributable to HT&E 
shareholders2

36.7 29.7 23%

HT&E Reported Result (excluding Adshel)

(1) 2017 revenue and costs restated for impact of accounting policy changes
(2) Before exceptional items and discontinued operations
(3) Before group eliminations and discontinued operations
(4) After group eliminations

229.4

235.5

25.2

30.9

7.2

5.7

2017

2018
Revenue ($A'm) 1,3

Australian Radio Network HK Outdoor Digital investments

Total
$271.8

Total 
$259.9

4

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning to 2018 financials ….. The business achieved a solid performance with… revenues increasing 5% to 272m  …. EBITDA up 7% to 72m  ……. driven by a strong first half performance at ARN and an excellent year from Hong Kong …. turning a profit for the 1st time since 2015…. EBIT was up 10% to 67m and NPAT up 23% to 37mOur strong balance is reflected in a net cash position of 128mAnd fully franked dividends of 7 cents … PLUS special dividend of 72 cents per share were paid in 2018.
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ARN – 2018 Outcomes
• Radio market grew 3.5% in 2018

• 5.9% in H1; 1.3% in H2

• ARN revenue $235.5m (+3%)

• Agency revenue +6%

• Direct market – challenging year 

• EBITDA $84.6m (+1%)

• EBITDA margin held steady at 36%

A$ million 2018 2017 % change

Agency 154.3 145.2 6%

Direct 68.0 70.9 (4%)

Digital & Other 13.2 13.3 (1%)

Total revenue 235.5 229.4 3%

Cost of sales (42.2) (41.5) 2%

Staff and talent (77.9) (77.6) 0%

Operating costs (30.8) (27.0) 14%

Total costs (150.9) (146.1) 3%

EBITDA 84.6 83.4 1%

D&A (4.1) (5.0) (17%)

EBIT 80.5 78.4 3%

EBITDA Margin 36% 36%

2017 revenue and costs restated for impact of accounting policy change and integration of Conversant Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at ARN and after a strong 1st half growth of 6% …… the radio revenue market softened in H2 ….. delivering growth of just over one per cent Overall, revenue for ARN was up three per cent to 235 million Agency revenue delivered strong growth of 6% … again driven by a strong 1st halfBut the direct market had a challenging year overall with revenue back 4%  EBITDA was up 1% to 85m …………. Maintaining margin at 36 per cent
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Hong Kong Outdoor
• Significant turnaround in performance, first 

profitable full year since 2015

• Revenue growth in all cross harbour tunnel 

and tram assets

• Costs down 6% (local currency) from strict 

cost management

• Final unprofitable contract exited in 

December 2018

A$ million 2018 2017 % change
Local currency 

% change
Roadside 20.7 18.7 11% 9%

Transit * 10.1 5.3 91% 87%

Buzplay - 1.1 (100%) (100%)

Total Revenue 30.9 25.2 23% 20%

Total Costs (29.6) (30.9) (4%) (6%)

EBITDA pre provision
release 1.2 (5.7) n/a n/a

Utilisation of Buzplay 
provision – 4.0 (100%) (100%)

EBITDA 1.2 (1.8) n/a n/a

D&A (0.3) (0.3) (4%) (6%)

EBIT 0.9 (2.1) n/a n/a

EBITDA Margin 4% (7%)

* Includes full year effect of tram shelter contract: 12 months (2018) vs 8 months (2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hong Kong Outdoor continued its recovery and delivered a particularly good result.   All key assets delivered revenue growth year on year …. Up 23%  …….. with shelter upgrades attracting new advertisers and helping to drive yieldPleasingly it wasn’t just a revenue story.  The strategic review in 2017 identified a number of efficiencies, and costs on a local currency basis were down 6% for the full year.   EBITDA of $1.2m ….. was a significant turnaround on the pre-provision EBITDA loss of $5.7m in 2017.
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Net Debt / Cash
• Adshel proceeds of $550m (net of costs 

and cash transferred with the business) 

used to repay drawn debt, fund $222.4m 

special dividend and of just under $40m 

share buyback (to date)

• Debt facilities refinanced, mostly to 2023; 

limits of $260m

A$ million Dec 2018 Jun 2018 Dec 2017

Gross debt - 190.0 133.6

Less: Cash (128.4) (13.5) (18.8)

Net debt (128.4) 176.5 114.8

Unamortised borrowing costs (2.0) – (0.5)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PAUSE It is great to be able to say that HT&E is now net cash after years of talking about debt metrics. We used the Adshel proceeds to repay drawn debt …… to fund the 220m special dividend ….. And have completed approx. $40m of a share buyback to date We refinanced our debt facilities in late 2018 with a group of 5 very supportive lenders.  And limits of $260m have been extended to 2023
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Strategic Priorities
• Optimising performance of our core business

• Corporate structure

• Simplify management structure

• Reduce corporate costs

• Aim by end 2019 to have run-rate of $10m excluding costs of ATO dispute

• Digital investments under review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our strategic priorities are now focused on 3 areas - Firstly, optimising the operational performance of our core audio business and looking for opportunities to strengthen our position within the audio spaceFrom a corporate perspective, we will be operating HT&E and ARN increasingly as a single entity … simplifying the management structure …. and reducing corporate costs. Our aim is that by the end of year, our run rate will be $10m overhead ….excluding the costs of running the ATO As the Chairman has outlined, and we remain confident in our position regarding the ATO …. and of achieving an acceptable outcome for shareholders ….. but final resolution could take several years with the cost running about $2m per annumAnd we are also reviewing our smaller digital investments …… to assess their synergy … either from an audience or revenue perspective …… with ARN … and how we can maximise shareholder value. 
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Digital Investments – Under Review

• HT&E has a 25% investment, continues its momentum through market, channel and customer 

acquisition and growth

• Manages > 3 billion trusted mobile interactions per annum, for some of the largest enterprises and 
governments in 14 countries

• Paid HT&E a dividend of $1.25 million during 2018

• Early investment in creative technology business in VR/AR

• Content driven strategy monetised through subscription, pay-per-view, advertising and sponsorship

• Provider of integrated esports and entertainment based video game solutions

• Launched first city-based esports league in the country

• Esports industry still in early stages of development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These digital investments include  .... The esports business ….. GFinity …. which had a solid first year …. Establishing itself as a provider of integrated esports solutions. It launched the first city-based esports league …. generated a reach of 3.5m in AustraliaUnbound is creative technology business in the virtual and augmented reality space. Its content driven strategy is monetised through subscription, pay-per-view and advertising …. and will shortly sign its first broadcast deal. And finally, HT&E has a 25% shareholding in Soprano – an instant messaging software business. In 2018, Soprano paid HT&E a dividend of $1.25m  The review of these assets is underway and we expect to have made significant progress by the end of 2019
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Transformation of HT&E’s Revenue Mix

Radio, 31%

Outdoor, 5%

Publishing, 61%

Other, 3%

December 2013

Radio
87%

Outdoor
11%

Digital investments
2%

December 2018

Net debt Dec ’13 ($437m)

Net cash Dec ’18 $128m 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a short number of years ….. we have eliminated all exposure to newspaper advertising ….. Reduced debt from 400 million to 128 million net cash  …. strengthening our balance sheet to be one of the most enviable in the media sector … and continued to grow our radio business.Today, 87% of our revenues come from ARN and over the next few minutes I’d like to show you why we believe radio is one of the most exciting , innovative and progressive media sectors to be in … and outline to you how technology is helping radio in a disruptive world ……  So where to from here? 
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ARN – A Digitally Enabled 
Audio Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are moving ARN from being a radio business to a digitally enabled audio business ……
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Audio consumption is evolving…

Live Australian Radio
62.3%

Non Australian Radio
0.8%

Owned Music
8.6%

Online Music 
Videos
3.4%

Streaming
15.3%

Podcasts
3.8%

Other Audio
2.7%

TV Music Channels
1.4% Audio Books

1.6%

SHARE OF AUDIO LISTENING

Source: GfK Australian Share of Audio Study (CRA) 2018 http://www.radioalive.com.au/Research-Insights/Share-of-Audio/2018/Share-of-Audio-2018

• Broadcast radio is #1 source for audio

• ARN successfully growing audiences

• Digital platforms extend audience reach

• iHeartRadio bringing broadcast radio and on-
demand audio together

• Technology and data capability will enhance 
personalisation and targeted advertising

• Creating a unique audio experience in one place

… and ARN is building for audio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no doubt that audio consumption is evolving This chart illustrates the share of audio listening in Australia ….. And was conducted late last year.Broadcast radio is the dominant source for audio ….. with 62% of all time spent listening And what the table doesn’t show … is that Australians spend more than 2 hours every day listening to radio  … which is 4 times higher than streamingYes …. consumption is broadening … streaming has grown to 15% which …. I would suggest …. Is at the expense of the owned music category … not radio……. Because I see streaming as being a substitute for your CD collection … or LP’s for anyone brave enough to admit owning them ! Podcasting at 4% …. Seems low given the profile it has ….. but there is no doubt that podcasting is the next audio platform and will become mainstream once quality and discoverability issues are addressed So what does this mean for ARN ?Well, radio remains very resilient and relevant ……. and ARN is performing well … growing audiences … in fact, ARN had its highest share of network ratings in its history in 2018.Technology is benefiting our business and digital platforms are extending our audiencesWe have established iHeartRadio … which will see us increasingly bring our broadcast radio brands and on-demand digital audio products together …...building a data set that will enhance personalisation and deliver real time analytics and targetingAnd create a unique audio experience all under one roof 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talent, content and audience generation are the core of what we doOur primary brands of KIIS and Pure Gold broadcast to 25-54 year olds … and we continue to recruit and retain the best talent in Australia and beyond. In 2018, we made some significant changes to our line up and these shows are starting to resonate and build momentum. Live, local and free content is the heartbeat of good radio ….. Particularly at breakfast …. where we the Number 1 media channel of choice, including social media, for reaching Austalians … because companionship and trust delivered from personalities our audiences know and love are the key drivers of radio engagement …..  And our business is multi-platform ….
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BROADCAST 
RADIO

DAB+

DIGITAL 
PUBLISHING

SOCIAL

iHEARTRADIO

Digital Platforms Extend Our Reach

Content | Talent | Brands5m Listeners

+279,000 
Listeners

+3.4m
Unique Users

+5.1m
Unique Users

+1.3m
Registered Users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… and these platforms are extending our reach ….. Not disrupting it Our broadcast radio reaches nearly 5m listeners a week ….. With DAB+ adding another 6% of new audiences. While DAB is an important part of our asset base ….. and we are monetising it …. But I don’t see it as the primary driver of growth in the future simply because the finite spectrum available …. of which we have about 34% in Australia …….. limits the creation of digital only stations …. And the lack of data collection reduces its effectiveness in a digital world. 3.4m people engage with our digital publishing assets like The Roar and The Edge …. 5.1m consume and interact with us on Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat etc … and nearly 2m Australians have downloaded our iHeartRadio app with 1.3m having registered …. Allowing us to build a profile of users that will only strengthen over time  
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iHeartRadio – Bringing Broadcast Radio and On-demand Audio 
Together

Live Radio
50% usage listening to ARN Stations

Unlimited Digital Only Stations
Niche Formats to small to broadcast

Artist/Music Stations
Created based on user tastes

Podcast
Largest library of podcasts in Australia

Across
65 Devices

in Australia

iHeartRadio licence extended to 2036

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve talked about iHeartRadio before …. But I thought I might just take a moment to talk you through what it is Firstly …. I hope everyone has downloaded the app … but if not, I would encourage you to try it out The first feature is what we call ‘live radio’ – simply the live streaming our broadcast stations. iHeartRadio is growing our core brands because 50% usage of the app is listening to our stations.We can also launch and broadcast an unlimited amount of digital only stations – those niche formats that are too small to broadcast over AM/FM or DAB+ as they cater for too small an audience – but attractive to advertisers seeking efficient targeting We can also curate specific artist or music stations built around users tastes – and the more you use the app – the more we can personalise your experienceAnd finally, podcasts – iHeartRadio has the largest library of podcasts in Australia and accounts for about 3% of our current usage having grown from nothing this time last yearAdvertiser interest in podcasting is growing and we have the added ability to go from what I call ‘podcast to broadcast’ – allowing the conversation to achieve critical mass using radio’s reach – attractive to clients - and something we will do more of in the future
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Largest library of podcast episodes in Australia
3m episodes available across every category

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, we have the largest library of podcasts in Australia …. 3 million episodes across every category … and we will build on the these by adding more localised content, including our own station and talent content … and also native episodes that are advertiser specificLets not get away too soon ….. There are over 1m podcast providers already …. and everyone seems to want to produce at podcast at the moment, but once quality and ease of discoverability are addressed, podcasts as an audio experience will become mainstream
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Smart Speakers – Bringing Radio Back into the Home
• 5.7m Australians now own a smart speaker (23%) 1

• 30% penetration – up from zero in 18 months1

• 1.8m smart speakers per user, 10m devices have been sold in 
Australia1

• Google Home has dominant market share v Amazon Alexa – the 
reverse of US experience1

• 7 in 10 users says they listen to AM/FM radio on their smart 
speakers2

• Exciting innovations for the delivery of radio content for consumers, 
and audio branding and v-seo challenges for advertisers 

• Only 17% of brands have audio brand guidelines 

• ARN launched ‘Sonic’ in 2018 – an audio branding division that 
combines sound, technology and science to build brand strength in 
an audio environment 

Sources:
1 – Voicebot.ai 2019
2 – IPSOS Brand Tracing Q1 2018

SMART SPEAKER OWNERSHIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I just want to briefly touch on the phenomenal growth of smart speakers in Australia5.7m speakers have been sold – 23% of the population now own oneThat’s 30% penetration – up from zero in 18 monthsAnd the average is 1.8m speakers per user ….. 10m devices Google Home has dominant market share v Amazon Alexa – the reverse of US experienceSignificantly, 7 in 10 users say they listen to AM/FM radio on their smart speakers …. bringing radio back into the homeAnd here’s the proof point – in March, listening to our stations on iHeartRadio produced over half a million listening hours – and we haven’t promoted the service on airThis will lead to exciting innovations for the delivery of radio content for consumers in the future  … and for advertisers, audio branding will become critical …. particularly as V-seo …….. estimated to be worth about $20bn worldwide by 2021 …. and v-commerce gain tractionSurprisingly, it is estimated that only 17% of brands say that they have audio brand guidelines and strategyWhich is why we launched ‘Sonic’ in 2018 - an audio branding division within ARN that combines sound, technology and science to build brand strength in an audio environment 
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Creating a Complete Audio Experience in One Place

All forms of 
Broadcast and
On-Demand 

Audio content in 
one place

Strengthens ARN 
and brands

Attracts new 
audiences with 

expanded audio 
content

Delivers unique 
behavioural and 
data insights into 

audio 
consumption

Positions ARN as 
the only audio 

publisher to deliver 
integrated and 

audio first 
advertiser solutions

• Broadcast radio remains the driver of value
• Audio consumption is evolving
• Consumer uptake will accelerate and usage will take time to build
• Investing to build a truly digital enabled audio business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I hope I have given you a flavour for the direction we are going … building over time an eco-system that creates a complete audio experienceThe bringing together of our broadcast radio and on-demand audio content in one place Is strengthening our brands … Will attract new audiences with expanded audio contentDeliver unique behavioural and data insights into audio consumptionAnd positions ARN as the only audio publisher to deliver integrated, audio first advertising solutionsThis won’t happen overnight and we are very conscious of maintaining a focus on our core radio assets but audio consumption is evolving And although consumer uptake will accelerate ……. usage will take time to build But we are investing today to build out a unique audio proposition …. And become a truly digital audio business for the future   
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Trading Update
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Trading Update 
After a soft March, ARN’s Q1 revenue was approximately 5% behind 2018’s strong comps. April saw a year-

on-year improvement, and based on forward bookings into May and June, we expect H1 revenue to be 2-3% 

behind prior year. First half cost savings of approximately 2% will mitigate the impact on EBITDA.

We continue to pursue cost savings in both radio and at the corporate office.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After a soft March, ARN’s Q1 revenue was approximately 5% behind 2018’s strong comps.  April saw a year-on-year improvement, and based on forward bookings into May and June, we expect H1 revenue to be 2-3% behind prior year.  First half cost savings of approximately 2% will mitigate the impact on EBITDA.   We continue to pursue cost savings in both radio and at the corporate office.
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Disclaimer
HT&E Limited (HT&E) does not accept any liability to any person, organisation or company for any loss or damage suffered as a result of 
reliance on this document. All statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements, 
and are subject to variation. All forward-looking statements in this document reflect the current expectations of HT&E concerning future 
results and events.

Any forward-looking statements contained or implied, either within this document or verbally, involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties 
and other factors (including economic and market conditions, changes in operating conditions, currency fluctuations, political events, labour 
relations, availability and cost of labour, material and equipment) that may cause HT&E’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ 
materially from the anticipated results, performance or achievements, expressed, projected or implied by any forward-looking statements.

HT&E uses certain measures to manage and report on its business that are not recognised under Australian Accounting Standards. These 
measures are collectively referred to as “non-IFRS financial measures” and include EBITDA before exceptional items, EBITA before exceptional 
items and net profit before exceptional items.

Figures, amounts, percentages, prices, estimates, calculations of value and fractions in this presentation are subject to the effect of rounding. 
Accordingly, the actual calculation of these figures may differ from the figures set out in this presentation.
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